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AMERICA UNDER ATTACK
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Terrorism strikes U.S. soil
BY STEVEN THOMMA
. Knight Ridder Newspapers ·

WASHINGTON ~ In a stag" . ·
gering series of apparent terrorist attacks, two hijacked jetliners
crashed into the World Trade
Center. towers in New York Tues- .
day, collapsing both 110-story
buildings, and a third aircraft
plowed into the Pentagon across
the Potomac River from Washington, D.C.
Two United Airlines jets reportedly also crashed - one outside Pittsburgh and .another on a
route to Los Angeles, though details were scarce at late morning.
The White House, Congress and
all federal government buildings
were evacuated.
'
The devastating blow to
America from unidentified
sources was reminiscent of the
sneak attack on Pearl Harbor 60
years ago.
It was impossible to know how
many were killed in the crash and
collapse of the two skyscrapers
in New York. But with as many as
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS
50,000 working in the two build- September 11, 2001 - The aftermath of yesterday's unidentified terrorist actions can be seen at
ings, the death toll could easily the Pentagon, where one, of the four hijacked U.S. planes purposely crashed. Although no
surpass the 2,403 killed in the official numbers have l:>een released, death tolls are expected in the thousands.
surprise Japanese attack on the
U.S. naval base at Pearl Harbor,
Subsequent explosions col- full-scale investigation to hunt
At the Capitol, reports t~at anHawaii, or the 167 killed in a , lapsed both towers minutes later. down and to find those folks who other hijacked plane was heading
President Bush cut short a trip committed this act. Terrorism toward Washington added to
bomb attack on a federal building in Oklahoma City.
to Florida, to convene an emer- against our nation will not stand," sense of war.
The first jetliner crashed into gency session of his National Se- he said.
"These were not just crimes
one of the towers about 9 a.m. curity Council.
Quickly, a national sense of against the United States, they are
EDT, starting a fire. As a horrified
"This is a difficult moment for siege spread as the Federal Avia- acts of war," said Sen. Johri
nation watched the fire on televi- America ... today, we've had a tion Administration ordered ev- McCain, R-Ariz. "We will prevail
sion 18 minutes later, a second national tragedy," Bush said at the ery flight in the United States in this war; as we have prevailed
jetliner appeared in the sky, slam- outset of what was supposed to grounded.
in the past. May God· bless us in
ming into the other tower in a be an event in Sarasota, Fla.,
The Securities and Exchange this trial, defend us and make our
crash of fire and smoke. '
pitching his education proposals. Commission ordered all financial justice swift and sure."
One was an American Airlines
"I've ordered that the full re- markets closed. High· profile
Standing in a park near the
flight, apparently hijacked soon sources of the federal govern- buildings like the United Nations evacuated Capitol, Sen. John
after it took off from Boston en ment go to help the victims and in New York and the Sears Tower Warner, R-Va., the senior Repubroute to Los Angeles.
thefr families and to. conduct a in Chicago were evacuated.
lican on the Senate Armed Ser-
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vices Committee, said: ."This is
our second Pearl Harbor, right
here in the natfon 's capital.
"This· story has been written in
fiction and now it's before us as
reality. Our lifestyle will never be
the same again. We'll need to restrike the balance between the
exercise of our freedoms and security pressures to protect this
nation."
·A group of four tourists from
San Antonio, were enjoying their
first trip to the nation's capital
. when they were evacuated from
Congress.
"We need to pray for those
people," said Dorothy Drumm, 52,
from San Antonio. The four of
them stood in a circle and prayed
before the east front of the Capitol.
Police officers inside the Capitol yelled at them to, "Get out.
Run. Be careful, but run," said
Gary Stewart, 49, from San Antonio.
Throughout Washington, apprehensive employees evacuated
from government buildi"ngs
joined confused tourists on
. crowded sidewalks.
At the White House, tourist
Keith Daniels, 42, of Orange
County; Calif., heard the explosion from the Pentagon, then the
sound of employees running from
the White House. "Everyone
started screaming and running
out," said Daniels. "Everyone
started screaming, 'it's a national
emergency, everyone get out."'
Along busy 14th St. near the
Commerce Department, day care
workers hurriedly rolled cribs
with three children in each, some
still asleep.
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Faculty speaks on glob·alizatioll

Xavier ranked 7th
.in Midwest
In the 2002 issue of U.S. News
and World Report, Xavier is
ranked ·7th in the Midwest region
among 145 colleges. This is the
seventh year Xavier has been
ranked in the top .10 in this category. Xavieris one of three ranked
Jesuit universities, scoring a 90 out
of a possible 100 points.
A new category examining the
least amount of student debt after
graduation also ranked .Xavier
third. For more information,. pick
up a U.S News and World Report,
which hit newsstands on Sept. 10

ltrvisit www,usnews.com. ·
l ·

Alliance panel

~t

Tiie Xavier Alliance will present
a panel discussion entitled, "Race
and Homosexuality: Being Gay
and a Person of Color" today at
7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium.
The panel will include students, alumni and other members
of the community. For more information, visit www.xavier.edu/alliance or email xualliarice@xu.edu.
The Xavier Alliance meets the first
and third Wednesday of every
month at 6 p.m. in the Dorothy Day
House.

Volunteers needed
The Literacy Club and the center for English as a Second Language need student and faculty
volunteers to work with students
learning English.
Volunteers will become conversation partners to ' students from
around the world and will meet
once a week. For.more information
or to attend a training session, contact Madeleine Mitchell at 7452979.

Flute recital
Katherine Borst Jones will give
a flute recital on Sept. 13 at 4 p.in.
. in Long Recital Hall in Edgecliff
Hall. She is a professor of flute at
Ohio State University. She will be
joined by Rosemary Platt and
Rebecca Andres. Jones will also
offer a class for Xavier flute students on Sept. 14 from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. Eor more information, call 745-3801.

A Dean breakfast
The Williams College of Business is hosting breakfasts with
Dean Mike Webb on Sept. fs and
19 at 10 a.m. in the Nieporte
Louge in CBA.

Volunteer Fair
The Volunteer Fair will take
place Sept. 17 from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. on the residential .mall. For
more information call, Xavier Action at 745-4343.

'Phantom of the
Opera' trip
SAC is planning a trip to the
Aronoff to see "Phantom of the
Opera" on Sept. 20. For more information, ·call 745-3534.

. NEWSWIRE PHOTO. BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT

Members of Xavier's faculty speak on Sept. ll regarding globalization issues as· part of
the inauguration. Other discussions induded science complexity and racial issues.

Film Series challenges viewers
but they have lasted because they
are wonderful," Pryor said..
On Fri~ay, Sept. 7, the first movie
He believes that students are
of the Xavier Film Series was shown
often too caught up with blockin Kelley Auditorium ...The "Wizard
buster movies. Four of the movof -Oz" kicked off the film series
. ies in the series are in black and
which examines. the theme "going _.
white but Pryor finds that students
home.'.'
are often surprised that these movBrother Jerome Pryor, S. J., assoies are enjoyable.
ciate professor of art, introduces the
"Great art is timeless," he ~aid.
films and leads discussions. He en-·
About 33 people attended the
· courages students to think deeply ..
first film night. Roughly half of·
about movies. "Movies reach the . ·
those who attended. were stuwhole person through all angles,"
dents. The other half were people.
Pryor said.
·
· from the community. The film
Many organizations such as ·the
series has been advertised in many
Cincinnati Fine Arts Fund, the Ohio
local places: Cincinnati Enquirer;
Arts Council, City Beat, and Cincin~ ·
Cincinnati. Post, City Beat, Joe.al
nati Film society are funding the film
radio stations and local libraries
series. Funding was made possible
all took part ih promoting the film
by the academic light in which the Remember)," "Ikiru (To Live)," series.
films will be presented.
"Since You Went Away" and "The
The series challenges people
There are a total of seven movies Miracle."
to look at movies. in a different
remaining in the series. The fall
"Some of the movies aren't new way. Through. introduction and
BY KATE DONNELLON
Contributing Writer

movies are "Gladiator;" "The Snake
Pit" and "Random Harvest." The
four spring films are ''Amarcord (I

Police Notes

husband. Two other female students
who attempted to intervene were
assaulted. Suspect fled the sc.ene.
Sept. 6, 10 p.m. - Campus Po- Warrants were issued for domestic
lice discovered a piece of construc- violence and assault with the assistion equipment popped out of gear tance of the Cincinnati Police. No
- and rolled onto Victory Parkway. . serious injuries werereported;
There were no injuries and minor
damage.
Sept. 8, 11:32 p.m. - Campus
Police assisted Norwood Police in
Sept. 7, 2: 15 p.m. - Three non- breaking up a large party in the
students were warned about tres- 1700 block ofCleneay Avenue. The
passing and soliciting credit card matter will be referred to the offapplications.
campus review board.

Sept. 8, 9:30 a.m. -A student
reported her vehicle had been broken into while parked in the R-2
lot. The passenger window and
dashboard were damaged and a CD
player was stolen.

Sept. 8, 11:45 p.m. -A shuttle

driver witnessed an auto accident
at Dana Avenue and Montgomery
Road. The subject lost control and
drove into a fence at BASF site and
fled the· scene. Investigation revealed that the vehicle was stolen
Sept. 8, 4:30. p.m. - Campus from Reading Road. Cincinnati
Police responded to Alter Hall in · Police were notified and responded.
reference to a domestic violence report. Upon arrival, Campus Police
Sept. 8, 11:45 p.m. -An unwere advised that a female student, derage student from Brockman Hall
age 30, had been assaulted by her was cited for underage consump-

tion of alcohol and publi« intoxication when she became ill on a
shuttle bus. The student was required to clean up the van.

Sept. 9, 1:SO a.m. -:-A non student was cited for urinating in the
central stairwell of Kuhlman Hall.
Sept. 10, 9:30 p.m. -

Two

non-students were ejected from
Kuhlman Hall for posting' flyers
for a local bar.

Sept. 10, 10 p.m. - Two stud en ts on the sixth floor of
Kuhlman· reported they had received harassing phone calls.
Sept.10, 11:49 p.m. -Campus Police assisted Norwood Police in breaking up a large party
in the 1900 block of Cleneay Avenue. The matter will be referred
to the off-campus review board.

discussion individuals will be examining what makes the films special and how they relate to the "going home" theme.
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"An Evolving Vision:'' Xavier history exhibit opens
C":eated by a class ofgraphic design students, the first Xavier history exhibit spanning 1831-2001 opens on Inauguration Day
BY LORI GOETZINGER
Campus News Editor

The Xavier University history
exhibit "An Evolving Vis.ion" officially opened Tuesday; Sept. 11 in
the Banquet Room at the Cintas
Center. Students in the art department designed the exhibit, which
surveys Xayier's history from 1831
to 2001.
.Dr. Roger Fortin, vice president
of Academic Affairs, originally approached the art department with the
idea of creating a.n exhibit. Both
Rev. Leo Klein, S.J., and Rev. Mike
· Graham, S.J., suggested to Fortin that
he pursue his knowledge of Xavier
history through an exhibit.
''As a hi~torian, I believe the m9re
people know about their rich past,
the more they· can appreciate and
enlarge on that ,vision," Fortin said.
Fortin then approached the art
department and together they made
the decision that a graphic design
class taught.by BeckyLinser would
design the exhibit from beginning
thumbnails to the finished exhibit.
According to Linser, this upper
level class typically focuses on designing a visual system so this
project fit the class well. The students
began with an exploratory concep-

tion and each student in the class
created and submitted a design.
"Xavier gave us a.n awesome
opportunity. It was an incredible
real-life experience, from creating
· thumbnails to working with contracto.rs and seeing the finished
product. I was very grateful for
this," said senior graphic design
studentJackie Portisch .
The students, along with
Linser, Fortin· and others chose
from three final design ide.as. Once
the fin~l design was chosen, the
entire class worked together to
create the final product.
Junior Stacy Kim is the lead
designer of the exhibit and it was .
her idea that was chosen for. the
final product. "I wanted to design
a concept that would be appeal-.
. ing to all audiences. I think that
··allowing students to design the
exhibit shows that Xavier is able
to trust its own resources while at
the same time giving students a
handscon experience," I):im said.
The exhibit includes four secNEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
. tions: "In the Beginning," from
The
Xavier
history
exhibit
opened
Sept.
11
in
the
Schiff
Family
Conference
Center.
It was created
· 1831-19~0; "A New Life for Old
by a class of graphic design students and includes t.ext and images of Xavier's history since 1831.
. Xavier," from 1911-1945; "A
·Modern University," from 19461972; and "A Revitalized Univer- sity," from 1973-2001. There is an
"I think the exhibit is absolutely tory of Xavier Web site was also
additional part entitled, '.'A New drop-dead gorgeous. It is in line revealed on Tuesday. Senior Brian
Era, Moving Into the Future," with the visual development of to- Faust designed the Web site and it
ilr,~'
which contains a video and focuses day. I am extremely happy with includes much of the information
. ·1;
on the future of the university, ac- the final product," Linser said.
in the exhibit. To visit the Web site,
The graphic design students go to www.xavier.edu/xuhistory.
cording to Linser.
The exhibit will remain on cam- also created a brochure for the ex-.
"It is good to know the past to
pus indefinitely; however, it may hibit. "The brochure is an abbrevi- appreciate and then recognize that
be mqved from the SchiffFamily ated version of the exhibit- it is a we have a responsibility to build
Conference Center. The design is call to visit the Web site as well," on the accomplishments and make·
very flexible; panels can be added Linser said.
things better," Fortin said.
Along with the ·exhibit, a hisin future years.
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Computer labs ready on time
BY COLIN A. MCDERMOTT
Contributing Writer

Dr. Roger Fortin speaks on Sept. 11 at Inauguration Day.

Club dayers share faith

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Members of Koinonia promote their faith sharing group
at Club Day on Sept. 10 as part of Campus Ministry.

Xavier. University's computer
labs have received a makeover. This
past summer, a· technology boot
camp was held to finely hone the
skills and knowledge of the people
who work in the labs.
The three days of intensive
training were not only for the students who work in Academic Computing, but also for those in Instructional Media Services, the staff of
the library and the students who
work for the ISS department.
The camp required 15 in~truc
tors to put 45 students through three
days of training. "The camp is similar to what Manresa does for its
people in their preparation of the
residence halls," said Dr. Richard
Beres, manager for. the Center of
Academic Computing.
The employees of the computing labs should be very qualified
this year, according to Beres. The
camp's goal was to train the students beyond basic and new knowledge of computers. They were also
trained in customer service, how to
handle people politely and with
·.tact. Furthermore; they were shown
behind-the-scenes knowledge, such
as how the network works and what
systems are connected to what.
The results of the camp have already been making their mark on
campus. On Monday, Aug. 27, the

first day of classes, the .computer.
labs were up and running after 4
p.m. with no shortened hours.
The changes are working for the
students so that the labs can be depended on. Last year, it was not uncommon for students to find the 24
hour computer labs closed.

"This is the first
time in my 15
years ofworking
here that all the
computer labs have
opened with foll
working schedules"
- Dr. Richard Beres
M;lnager, Center for
Acad~mic Computing

"This is the first time in my 15
years of working here that all the
computer labs have opened .with.
full working schedules," Beres said.
The student help· desk has
moved away from utilizing lab consultants and now has three students
on duty at almost all times. On Saturdays, there are two on duty. Over-

all, there are 24 student help desk
workers.
"The student help desk this year
was instrumental in answering a lot
of questions for residence halls data
connection," Beres said.
· The help desk had been prepared· to take applications, answer
questions, and had a technician
from Omni-Tech at their disposal
to help residence halls with problems during move- in. ·
"The student help desk is there
for everybody, and we've expanded
the hours from last year, from 8 a.m.
to midnight," Beres said. On Fridays and Saturdays, the desk closes
· at 5 p.m., and on Sundays, it is
opened from 1 p.m~ to midnight.
It is reasonable for the labs to be
closed at times because ISS needs a
maintenance window to take care
of any problems, according to
Beres.
The number for the student help
· desk is 745-4863.
The Center of Academic Com. puting is also merging with Instructional Media Services, which
will form Instructional Technology
Services.
The labs themselves have some
minor improvements. For instance,
there are new Macintosh computers in Alter B 15. Also, last year, Stu. dent Government Association put
a color printer in the Kuhlman lab.
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Airports.· shut down f ollOWing attack
.

BY JERRY JACKSON
Orlando Sentinel.
Air travel ground to a halt Tuesday througho~t the nation follow. ing the terrorist attacks in New York
and Washington. Travelers and relatives waiting at airports reacted with
anger, shock and grief as planes.
across the country. were ordered to
land.
"This is the end of the world. This
is the end, like the Bible says;' declared Carmen Duzzi, an 82-year-old
Palm Coast, Fla., resident. .
Duzzi was among the bewildered
who stood waiting at Daytona Beach
International Airport as the Volusia
County facility shut down.

HORROR SHOW
Travelers watched television
screens in horror as the World Trade
Center collapsed in New York City
after two planes struck the giant twin
towers. Ac about the same time,
.smoke billowed from the Pentagon·
in Washington after a jetliner crashed
into the military complex.
Duzzi's son was on a plane-somewhere. He had left Kennedy Airport
in Ne~ York earlier in the morning
and was supposed to be headed to

'

.

~

Daytona Beach for a visit. .
"Maybe he's landed in Atlanta.
My God, I hope he's safe," she
said.
8:45 a.m. EDT _:_.An airplane
Air traffic around the nation
crashes into north ~orld
was. paralyzed. The Federal AviaTrade Cemier tower.
tion Administration ordered all
outbound flights grounded fol9:03 a.m. EDT~ Another
lowing the fiery disasters in New
airplane crashes. into south
York and Washington.
·
World Trade Center tower..
Runways were kept open for
incoming flights. ''Anybody that
9:43 a.m. EDT -An airpl~ne
is planning on going .somewhere·
crashesinto the Pentagon.
isn't going anywhere, at least for
now," said James Kerr, deputy di10:05 a.m. EDT - The south
rector at Mitchell International
tower cpllapses·.
Airport in Milwaukee.
. At Orlando
. Sanford International Airport, four international ·
flights - all from England Washington to Los Angeles, crashed
scheduled to land between 1 p.m. into the World Trade Center. United
and 5 p.m. were diverted to desti- Airlines Flight 93, a Boeing 757,
nations outside the country. All crashed southeast of Pittsburgh
scheduled departures were c;an- while en route from Newark, N.J.,
to San Francisco. United Airlines
celed.
Panic was widespread. as Flight 175, a Boeing 767, was
planes crashed without immedi- bound from Boston to Los Angeles; the airline would not say where
· ate explanation.
American Airlines Flight I I, a that plane crashed'.
Boeing 767 en route from Boston
. to Los Angeles, crashed into the
INDUSTRY GROUNDED
World Trade Center. American
Airlines Flight 77, a Boeing 757
Veteran travel ·industry experts
en route from Dulles Airport near · said they could not recall a time

Timeline of events
10:10 a.m. EDT-A portion of
· the Pentagon collapses.

11:26.a.m. EDT- United
Airlines confirms two of its
aircraft are missing.

10:10 a.m. EDT- United
Airlines Flight 93 crashes in
Somerset County, Pa.

2:30 p.m~. EDT - FAA
announces all commercial
flights will be suspended.

10:28 a.m. EDT:..._ The north
tower collapses.

11:18 a.m. EDT-American
Airlines confirms it has two
lost planes.

when the entire nation's massive
air travel industry ground to a halt
in a heartbeat.
"I have been in the industry
since I 968 ·and l have never witnessed a situation where every airport has been closed," said Terry
Trippler, airline analyst with
OneTravel.com, iii Minneapolis .
"This will be much worse than any
bad weather closure because every
airport is closed. When they do
open it's going to be one big mess."
. The massive travel nightmare
will strain an. already financially

8:30 p.m. EDT - President
Bush addresses nation from
White House, saying "search
is under way for attackers."

taxed airline industry, which had
already projected at least $1.5 billion in losses this year because of
the sluggish economy and a pullback in leisure ancl business.
"Of course, many people will
refuse to fly now," Trippler said, do"
.ing even more long term damage
to .the indu~try. .

Nation's blood supply at critical low
NEW REGULATIONS COULD LEAD
TO LARGE DECREASE AS
BLOOD IS DESPERATELY
NEEDED FOLLOWING TERRORIST ATTACKS
'
.
.
In addition, the curbs - some
permanent and some for specified
periods - involve anyone:
- Who has lived in certain
As the'federal g~vernment u.nveils
regulations aimed at safeguarding the parts of Africa since 1977.
- Who has had a tattoo-~ithin
nation's blood supply from mad cow
disease, it becomes painfully obvi- . 13 months.
ous that the need for new donors has
_ - Who had malaria in the past
never been greater.
three years.
- Who traveled to malaria-enFew American.sever ~ake a minute
to consider that, in the cases of most demic countries such as those in
hospitalizations .or other emergen- Central and South America in the
cies, the blood needed to keep them past year.
· With risk factors for HIV infecalive must come from another human
being.
tion, which include injecting ilYet, 95 percent of us depend on legal drugs even once, homothe civic consciousness of a very few. sexual intercourse even once
The latest data shows that just 5 per- since 1977 or being given rrioney
cent of Americans healthy enough or drugs for sex.
to donate blood do so. And that percentage is even lower in our biggest
A CRITICAL NEED
cities.
For years, this has added up to seThese already have reduced
rious blood shortages at most city the nation's normal donor pool.
hospitals two or three times a year, And yet the need for blood has
generally during the year-end holi- risen in our hospitals, trauma cendays and at mid-summer.
ters, clinics and convalescent centers.
NEW REGULATIONS
In New York, blood center officials h'ave won assurances from
But now, days after the Food and the American Red Cross, which
Drug Administration (FDA) unveiled collects half of the nation's blood,
donation restrictions prompted by and America's Blood Banks,
the epidemic of mad cow - techni~ which cull the other half, to procally known as new variant vide emergency shipments from
elsewhere in the United States, in
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, or CJD in Europe, those shortages eventu- case of severe shortages.
ally could turn into one yearlong criIn
the Chicago area,
sis.
LifeSource Blood Services, the
The new rules, to be phased in be- Glenview-based organization that
tween next spring and fall, come on conducts drives across northern
top of federal regulations issued in Illinois and serves 160 hospitals
the last decade that help to keep the and home care agencies, has beAIDS virus and the various hepatitis gun new efforts, and is planning
strains out of the blood supply.
more, to increase donor turnouts.
BY CARL J. PANEK
Chicago Tribune

GETTING NUMBERS UP

.

LifeSource· spokeswoman
Cheryl Balough said the efforts ·are
paying off. This year's donations
to LifeSource are up 7 percent from
2000, she said.
In addition, LifeSource has set
up a joint venture with the Defense
Departmentartd Great Lakes Naval
Base, as well as other corporate
drive sponsors, to encourage donations, particularly around the year-,
end holidays.
Starting this month, the American Red Cross, which collects
blood in most sections of America
but not in Chicago, is planning to
refuse donations from people who
spent a cumulative three months in
Britain or six months in any part of
Europe sinc;e 1980. That means
thousands more donors will be
turned away.
LifeSource, however, does not
plan to enforce such new independent rules, choosing instead to follow the regulations outlined last
week by the federal 'government.
Under the new FDA plan, blood
banks by May 3 I will have to bar
donors who have:
.:__Spent three or more cumulative months in Britain from 1980
through 1996.
·
-.Received a blood transfusion
in Britain since 1980.
- Spent five or more cumulative years in France from 1980 to .
the present. ·
- Spent six months or.more, as
American military personnel or de- ·
pendents, on bases in northern Europe. from 1980 through 1990, and
elsewhere in Europe from .1980

BY DAVID TROTMAN, CHICAGO TRIBUNE

The nation's blood supply is at a critical low, a situation
which is now even more dire following the tragic
terrorist attacks Tuesday in New York and Washington, D.C.
through 1996. That's when British
beef was sold on those U.S. bases;
it was through the beef that mad
cow was spread.
The FDA is estimating the new
rules will eliminate 5 percent of
current blood donors.
The restrictions will be tightened further next fall, when the FDA
begins barring donors who spent a

cumulative five years or more anywhere in Eur?pe since 1980.
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.Spirit Weekend Events
.Friday:·
-Opening Reception: 3 PM~ 5PM (Schiff Family
. .· . .·.
Conference Center Banquet Roo111 2)
BB Riverboat Cruise:· 7 PM- 10 PM ..

Saturday:

.

.Brunch on Campus: 10 AM- 2:30 PM (Cintas Center)
Cincinnati Reds' Game: 1:15 PM
·
. Xavier PerformingArts: 7-9 PM (Cintas Banquet Room)·

..Spirit Registration!
..

Going to any Spirit Weekend events?

You're going to need your tickets!
Friday: Noon- 6 PM Saturday: 9 AM- Noon
.

.

Pick up your registration packets,
a complimentary T-shirt and directions
at the Schiff Family Conference Center!
CELEBRATION

Note: If you need to pick up your packet after
noon on Saturday, you can find your packet at
· Campus Security. ·
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Tlck111 11 Tlcketmasler Outlets .including
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Looking for a Ride to Xavier
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I am a female Foreign Student in need ofa ride to school.
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from 8th and Elm Street
(Garfield Pla~e) in downtown CincinnatL_

.... ·

Classes begin at 9 A.M., Monday through Friday.

2oor_. ~ ·

· ··.'.h .',; ,;, ~;i :,t\;V~t'~~ Y' .• .:'. ·.· .·. ·•· .
····> . ·

.... ~ . . ~_::'..

Univer5ity: ......Residenti~l
Mall~.-........
. ·:·.,··_(;::
·. · ··· ....· ··· ··... · . . •.:'
:::.·:·~·
/•.:

I will pay the appr~priate fee .
Please call(513) 381-8747

··.-.-::~:~:<::-~.:~;~·!·.-~
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I also need a return ride at 3 P.M., Monday through Friday.
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Xavier University Family f>i(:nk

la~gularWirelessSores

I

Also available at these SEARslocalions:
CINCINNATI Eastgale Mall, (513)943·1203'
Northgate Mall, (513) 741-1924'
FLORENCE, KY
Florence Mall, (859)647-7114'
. SPRINGDALE Tri County, (513)671-6790'
Also available at these Wal·Marl locations:
FlaDSERTEL(513)6n-S825
FLORENCE, KY (859)282-8260
TYLERSVILLE (513) 755.7999
TRI COUNTY (513) 671-1780

BuslnessSalosOtflce, (513)588-3800
CINCINNATI (513)347·2050' ·· .
DOWNTOWN (513)651·9987"· · ·
EASTCINCINNATI (513)528-6700'
FLORENCE; KY (859)371-3444'
FOREST PA AK (513) 589-3240'
TRI COUNTY (513) 346-7720'.
NOW OPEN
.
WOODLAWN (513)782·2920

IAuthorized Agents I
ALEXANDRIA, KY
Midwest Cellular Group, (859) 635-6655'
BLUE ASH Alpha Communications, (513) 792·9055
CINCINNATI Car Foneol Cincinnati, (513)421·3663
COLEF\l\IN Alpha Communications, (5t3)923·9380
DB.HI Alpha Communications. (513) 922-7166
DILLION VALE
Alpha Communications, (513) 791·30n
DRY RIDGE, KY Com·Tech, (859) 824·9191
EASTCINCINNATI
Compelilive CommLJ'llcelions (Newtown)
(513)271-1800
Executive Cellular, (513) 753·2200
FAIRFIELD Fairfield Cellular & Paging, (513) 860·2355
FlaDSERTEL RJ. AccessWlreless, (513) 677·8980
GLENDALE MalnelyWlreless, (513) m-9111

!Authorized Retailers
•opanQmda~

WtthActl-.o!lon

Hurry!
This great price
ls only available
through Sept. 30.
Downloadable
Rngtones

.

NOKIA
CmNOCTINIJ PlloPIJI.
5165

Mobile Messaging
and Chet

Get 250 anytime minutes. plus choose
two of.thefo\lowing with a$29.99 rate plan:

For jobs that rock, visit us al
.www.cingular.com

~ cingular·M
WIR!LllS

What do you have to say?"
1·866·CINGULAR

I

Fortreedetlwry,
c:oll !·BM·CfNOUl.AR

HAMILTON
All About Wireless, (513)867·9191, (513)894-3624
tiAFfllSON Midwest Cellular Group, (513) 202·0550
LEBANON Executive Cellular, (513) 934-2355
LOVELAND Executive Cellular:(s13)Bn-aaoo
MT. Of\l\B Executive Cellular, (937)444·1122
NEWPORT, KY AirllnkWireless, (859)291-5465
NORTH COLLEGE HILL
Alrllnk Wireless, (513) 521-3400
NORWOOD Pagerland, (513)841-1300
OXFOFD All About Wireless. (513) 523·3090
SVM M S1WP. Alp he Communications, (513) 583·1000
WEST CHESTER Fl'ogresslve Collular, (513) 759-5500
Alpha Communications. (513) 755·1988
WESTEFfl HILLS
Aflermar1<el Quality Acceseorlos. (513) 598·2600

-

Service oHeravallllble 10

now and oxJlflng customor& •

Phono prloo Md ofllf
nul)'V4JVbylocalicn.

Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 2-yaar contract for eligible Clngular calling plans
required. Offer cannot be combined with any special offers. Early tamilnellon and activation fees apply. Night and
weekend hours are Monday to Friday 10:01 pm to 5:59 am and all day Saturday end Sunday. Long distance charges
apply unless you hove also chosen tl\e long distance option. Nationwide Long Distance applies to calls originating from
your Home Calling Area and temilnallng In the U.S. Airtime charges apply lo long dlslanc_e calls. Wireless Internet
requires a WAP·enabled phone. Wireless Internet access applies to access charge only and per minute usage charges
appl~ Wireless Internet Is only available In select CingulerWlrelass service areas. Wireless lnlemet ls not oqulvalent lo
landllne Internet. Third Party content providers may Impose addlHonal charges. Reier to Wireless Internet brochure for
additional details. Calls subject to taxes, long distance, roaming, universal service fee or other charges. Package
minutes and unllmlted night and weekend minutes apply lo calls made or received within local calling area. Airtime In
excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50. Dlgital phone and CingularWlreless
long distance are required. Airtime and other measured usage are rounded up lo the next full minute at !tie end of each
call for bllllng puiposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the n·ext blllln.g period and are
forfetted. Ringtones are avallable only on select phones and In select Clngular Wireless service areas.
The charge for Rlnglones ls Incurred one time, each time you download a Rlngtone. Messaging service
~
and user provided Internet access required for Rlngtones. Optionalfeatures may be cancelled after Initial
term of the service contract. Other conditions ancf restrictions eppl}i See contract and store for details.
02001 Nolda Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and 1he 5100 sanes phones ere trademarks of Nokia • Coiporallon and/or Its afflllates. Clngular Wireless, 'Whal do you have to say?' and Iha graphic Icon are
Service Marks ol ClngularWireless LLC. ~001 Cingular Wireless LLC. All rights reserved.
.. _ _
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Bring your

teaching degree to
II llft
f!ii3!

~~

In California, you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports,
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with open arms
and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here, call toll-free
1-888-CalTeach or yisit our website at www.calteach.com.
'~ ~ ,,,,~---''.'>''""'"JI«:--·~ ">'-''"·;...,.•:>7!-.'·:"~"'-'·"':'\;i,-,•·<'.~.~~-'11~~-·;<,:-.~·-~"::l~,..T·""",,S~Jl'!• .. f'£'"'1':'.:>,..,...-;,""'~"-'f>r{"_,,..-.~,,.,~-..!~TrO.:,,.,-.q'l<.;;~1'~'<:1
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Competitive starting salaries and.benefits
..··.... ~~
:~:
>i • Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
r,
.:..
:
. ·-:-·
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.;
fi . ·~. Housing
and cost of living incentives
j
, . .
.
.
. ,'
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·'
.·
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- ;r
! • Strong community support for teache~~ ··.. ······. j
( ·• Beautiful and diverse climate and s.cenery ·. j
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left Coast. Right .J ob.SM

In .history, people thought tobacco
cured_ cancer, fought.plagues and
.provided allergy relief

· Now, •making is a Part olthe past
XAVIER

WELLNESS

"
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It \vas a· dark and _stormy sight .

LEARN HOW TO MAKE
DECISIONS. LIKE HOW TO
· SPEND YOUR BONUS.

A:000r6iBg t0 .Weester'S>
. It WftS the. eest 0f titHeS, it \V&S tl:i_e Vt'0FSt eftim@s

Having troubl~ getting started?
Visit the Writing Center!
.

Get up to a $20,0QO enlistment bonus, if you qualify, that

.

'

you can spend on anything you want. Plu~, start getting.

· · Open six days a week: Alter B-12 (745-4875)

the skills and. ben_efits you want now. Like being in the
best physical and mental shape of your life. Learn how.

· Visitus on the web at www.'xu.edu/writing_center

to think under pressure and come out on top as
AN ARMY OF ONE in the United States Army.
Find One of 212 Ways to Be ASoldier

at GOARMY.COM or call 513-731-4400.
.

Contact your local Army Recruiter.
They'll help you find what's best for you.

~0'~~flf
llll&&for JR.em,
s"Q
~

~.·

equipped and renovated
within walking distance to Xavier

991 Dana Ave. ~-8 bedrooms & 3 baths
· . 885 Clinton Springs-~ 7 bedrooms. & 31/2 baths
1612 Dana--4 bedrooms
1600 Brewster-·-4 bedrooms
All with off street parking
Contact JoEllen Spitz@321-0043
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·should w«k lo pttWidt: lfbt· ol~"11l
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·Experienc• The Truth Within

ENl<llGHT.EN~lENT

INNER PEACE & HAPP.INt::SS
~n.r~ugh Quan Yin ~:lfd.ltation

~·our pn1h

is not :1 religion. l do n<>1 con'lert

anyone to Catholid<S11t, or Bud<.fhisn\ orany
otbc.r 1sm',.

.
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Meditation•S,errdnar
. . ....

t·.~·,i~lD.::w-E...
O.~-;;~-~;.S~~~=k""'"~:~~~;w.:.w.~-"- ..,,~

, V · · P•~E £.N1 A I ION:
The Key to Se'tf..Rc,u1i1JttiorL
.A Unique 1\tleieint l\feditn1ion

,..n\

rtcl·ping.Y1)u to . ·
f Rooiscover the :~\ lrrrrlthty ·Pow«
1~e'.chniquc

UYi!!t~~'"'"'•"""•'·'""'-~~-•"'<-'<.,,,,,.•"""~·,..-•;~,..'"~-;,,o,,..,,,__,.

.•:• to tlnd out where you come from.

1 . s,"·S"l.()N
I"'l)El·~
" '- ' ~ J\-D-..t'l
J.. .
l .1\ N'
1 l)
+.

<-

to remembcr your mission here oo
e.arth.

<-

to dbtO\"tr lhc S«n.11s of the

univenc.
.The Teachings of

supreme Master Ching
H3i

•:• to understand why there is so tnuch
misery,

<-

Supmnc Muter Chins flat-' 1\'«Uf.ClS
and inids.1ioo •nto tho ~ Yi·n }.fcd)Od
<>t Meditation aro off«trd ••h.b kt\·~. ftcc
O(dwge.

And lo •ste \\'}'3t awaits us after
dc.-ath,!'

---~~JMt'l#iU, .. ~··••W~)'

Master· Cihing Hai

i~

rM>t coiy ao
(ttHght~ t~bcr, bu1 :She iis ul~' ·~ ·
gifted w:s1,. ~t~.• tomPQS«. and

filshktn
wti1"1ic,

"~gJM:r. Pro<«ds ftoo'I 'h<r
CIC'*tktnJ att m.cd l·O ·.w.ppon 00'

i:ntcnutiOftlal humanitarian .od. She is a
~· \til\:t ·~pie of h¢t t>Cfo~t thM

WC

----~~~~~ii

. f"<•r n\QrC informali"4J .')Ut the Slillptl\:'t.t)C- M~l(f

Chins H.li ~ Ih.v '·Nchir:u:ss~ visit -ou.r web s:Mc!
htt:n:i?W\'N•
r~...,•~.~:t""(l:'(.~'.!.t:'t ei"ll'l'I'\
~r..t.=~~~··-~"Mi~.~!!'~"'"'~~~..1.¥~.~;J,J

· To :c;g1-s..1cr (._. .,. ~inar~ p!~zu.c <'~1:
$13-38 l ··45.S4

..2!.~.2!.!.:.!_~~mt~~~~~-~~:.~.~........."

.

C()rvfPLlMI~N~r1\R )1
1
'-f.·1'""..:' j \
\rr::c.,~
1,:,. J·1,,.T1-'R..
'\ .I•'A·
' . lN·r ''

\Vhtn: 1:00-5:00pin Sund.av.
Oct6be.r 21tt! 2001.
~
h.:Ri:
Raymond \V.altcrs Colkge

1
\\

.Muntz Han
Roon1165
·9SSS Phdnfic1d Rd.
Blue Ash.OH

Dlr«tions:

t·••'
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-Call. for prices
student discounts!
and brochures! ·'. Group rates! ·
Tandem - Accelerated Freefall - Static Line

www.skydivecincinnati.com

1·100 .. SIY IV

1 • 8 0 0 • 9.9 D • 5 1·0·9
All major credit cards accepted.'
Open Daily
. • 01scov~R'
Until 9pm ·

e [BJ

ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS:

MA.KE BREAKFAST
YOUR BUSINESS
A11d meet the Dea11.

NOW HIRING SERVERS!

You are invited tojoin Dean Mike \Vebb for
Domlts, bagels, muffins and juice
ln Nieporte Lounge
CBA Building (ground level)

Tuesday, September 18
From 9:30 until I 0:00
And

Wednesday, September 19
From 9: 15 until 9:45

Sponsored by the JVi/liams College of Business

3780 Paxton Rd.
871-8500

-Fast Cash
-Easy Money

-Flexible Schedules
stop in for an ·i.mmediate interview

week of SEPTEMBER 12, 2001
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You can't
roommate .to

end on your
ng everything.

'•.

·-------------------·
10°/o off Shopping Pass
• ·-------------------·
$5 off
:
1·

1 Take 10%. off any regular priced microwave, compact refrigerator,
1 vacuum, home electronics or.h.ome office purchase.

1
1

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Use this coupon on your purchases for. college and if it's not
on sale; ..you getto put it on sale! ·
··

.

Savings off regular, sale and clearance prices apply to me~andlse only. Not valid on Exceptional Values; soam,com; outiet store
purchases; Homellfe Fumlture; catalog orders; fragrances; Calphalon; J.A. Honckels; Bose; Maytag Gemini and Neptune;
Stearns & Foster and Sealy Posturepedlc Crown Jewel mattresses.
One coupon per purchase. Vold If copied, transferred and wham prohibited by law.
Any other use constitutes fraud. cash value 1/20 cenl C2001 Sears. Roebuck and Co.
Satisfaction Guaranleed or Your Money Back
.
Sales Associate: please collect this coupon. ff unable to scan, manually entor tho coupon number.
Valid May 1 - September 30, 2001.
May not be used with any other coujion:

.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

any $50 or more purchase of regular or. sale priced bed or
bath items,· housewares, 1uggage or ready-to-assemble rurniture.

Savings off regular, sale and clearance prices apply to merchandise only. Not valid on Exceptional Values; soars;i:om; outiet store
. purchases; Homellfe Furniture; catalog orders; fragrances; Calphalon; J.A. Heilckels; Boso; Maytag Gemini and Neptune;
Sloarns & Foster and Sealy Posturepedlc Crown Jewel ma11resses.
One coupon per purchase. Vold If copied, transferred and whore prohibited by
Any other use constitutes fraud. cash value 1/20 cent. C2001 Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
· ·
·
· Sales Associate: please collect this coupon. If unable to scan, manually onter tho coupon number.
Valid May 1 • September 30, 2001.
May not tie used with any other coupon.

law.

.

11111111111111111111111
I
R5880432%10

SMRS :I

·-------------------~

C)2001 Sc:us, Roebuck and Co.

1111Ull11111
I Ill
I
R5770500107$500

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

SEIA/RlS:
I

·----------~--------~
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OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS

12 weeko/SEPTEMBER12, 2001

>Erin Nevius, Editor
-STAFF

>email:

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE.

OPEDN~RE@HOTMAJt..roM

ED.ITORIAL-.
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The second Pearl Harbor
September 11, 200 l: Most as- . su.ch evil with kindness, and the
suredly, a day that will live in in- .United States has answered accord~
famy. One day we will all be ask- ingly. Blood .centers across the naing each other, "Where were you tion have stocked' up to combat the
when the World. Trade Center insufficient amount of blood the Red
Cross has to offer the victims. In Cinfell?"
Four domestic planes were hi~ cinnati, people were being turned
jacked yesterday. 1\vo were flown away at blood centers because too
into the World Trade Center, top- many wanted to offer their support.
Rescue crews, hospital workers;
pling the towers that have come
to represent commerce, industry police officers, medical students from
and capitalism in the United. nearby universities. and everyday
States. One crashed into the Pen- people rushed to the site where the
tagon, penetrating deep into the World Trade Center towers had stood,
offering what aid
building that
-. houses the centhey could. Hos.
pitals as far away
- ·ter of our national defense.
as ·Canada have
The fourth was
opened their doors
to victims, treating
just
" found
them to alleviate
southwest of
~
Pittsburgh, Pa.
the overcrowding
of the New York
Where was it
headed? ·we
· hospitals.
may never know.
This is not the time to play the
It will take· days, maybe weeks, blame game. It is all too easy to make .
to get the total death toll of guesses and point fingers at the supyeaterday's events, but it is with- posed perpetrators. We can yell at
out question that many have been our defenses as much as. we want, sayinjured or lost their lives. This is ing they should have foreseen the
the worst act of hatred and terror- attack, but none of that will change
ism on record against our coun- the course of yesterday's e~ents.
try, and many people have been They happened, and all we can do
comparing it to the bombing of. now is pray and offer all the help we
Pearl Harbor in terms of surprise, . can give.
malice and lost lives.
This is a time of crisis and sufferWhat do you do in the face of ing in our country, and the only way
such tragedy, on the heels of the to get back on our feet and .make
· senseless deaths of so many inno- things right again is to come together.
cent victims? How can you com- Put aside religious differences and·
prehend the hatred it takes to fly pray together. Forget partisan Joy~
on a suicide missfon with· in no- alty and support our government as
cent passengers on board, and they try to pick up the pieces: Our
cause such unprecedented suffer- job now is to support our Xavier coming? .
munity, our friends, family and our
The only reaction is to counter nation.

"The only reaction
is to counter such evil
'hk'indness .. "
wit
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Catholic tradition ignored
a tra'ditiorial Mass for students
should no longer exist?
After my attendance at this year's
As a freshman, I attended I 0
p.m. weeknight Mass on campus. 10 p.m. Mass, I realized what dis-..
It was a quiet and peaceful time for · turbed. me the most was how differme to reflect, pray and escape the ent the Mass had become. Instead
stresses and demands of college of a quiet reflection time before
life. Students gathered. regularI:r Mass began, I entered Bellarmine
in order to hear a homily that per- Chapel to find the students introtained to their lives, to share in the ducing themselves to each other and
Eucharist and to socialize and .
build strong relationships with
"D
each other at the end of Mass.
.Unfortunately, this community
of the past cannot continue to flourish. For an organization so insistent on including and welComing
students, I would like to impress
upon Campus Ministry the fact that
there is an excluded minority of
students. who appreciate the traditions of Catholicism.
No longer is the 10 p.m. weeknight Mass a traditional service to
accommodate the community cultivated during the last four years. I
have seen this Mass evolve over
three years and now I simply have
no desire to attend.
Though Campus Ministry continued 10 p.m. services throughout last year, they failed to respect
the community that was fostered
when this nightly Mass was first
conceived. I appreciate that the
Mass continues, as it could have
ceased to exist, but I must express
my sadness at its most recent sta- chatting away with the priest. As I
tus.
looked for pew to kneel in and
Hoping this year the Mass had attempt 10 quietly prepare myself
changed, I returned to Bellarmine for Mass, I discovered I must sit
at IO p.m. with a longing for the only in the chairs surrounding the
services of the past, while simulta- altar.
neously. expecting it to be no less
There was no silence 1 before
traditional than the services of last Mass began to help prepare me for
year. Unfortunately, I found the the gifts I would soon receive.
events taking place in the chapel There was no opportunity to simto be barely recognizable as a Mass. ply pray for the grace to appreciate
The questions I now pose are the homily and truly focus on the
these: How can a Catholic institu- readings and on Communion.
tion ignore the community fostered
The readings - including the
for students who value the tradi- Gospel message - were all done
tion of_the Church? Who decided while seated in the chairs. Choos-

BY MARIA HAJJAR

AssistantOp-Ed Edifor

roran
organization so
insistent on including
and welcoming
students, I would like
to impress upon.
Campus Ministry the
fact that there is an
excluded minority of
students who
appreciate the
· traditions of
Catholicism."

a

ing to kneel at the appropriate ·
times during Mass seemed not to ·
be an option. Perhaps I am the only
person who appreciated and truly
needed these opportunities, but I
have sorely missed them.
After I witnessed these changes
among many others in the Mass, I
quit attending the services. The
Masses that do not reflect the traditions of the Catholic faith - the
ones that omit significant aspects
of liturgically. correct services do not bring me closer to God.
These Masses do not foster a
community· of students who love
the Church's traditions and who
appreciate and grow from the opportunity to gather nightly for fellowship. To feel un·welcome and
uncomfortable at Mass because I·
wish fo worship in an environment
· I am accustomed to is a sign that
s9mething is wrong.
I am not the only student who
has become frustrated with the services here at Xavier. Many students
attend Mass at neighboring par. ishes because they are uncomfort.able worshiping at Bellarmine
Chapel. My freshman and sophomore years, 50 or 60 students attended the 10 p.m. weeknight
Mass. Now, as a senior, I see the
number has decreased significantly
to 15 or 20 students.
Is alienation the goal for the future of student Masses at Xavier?
Is this Campus Ministry's wish to see the traditional .Masses and
the students who benefit from them
pushed away from the spiritual life
of Xavier?
' My point is simply this - students on this campus are being denied the opportunity for fellowship
in a way they are familiar with and
in a way that is in accordance with
the Catholic tradition: For a university bent on making everyone
feel welcome, there is something
fondamentally wrong with that picture;
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What will.you reme~ber most about 9-11?
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A leap of faith
It is s·even in the morning ·on a
Tuesday during the second week
of classes and you are hanging from
a 25-foot wall on a rope. ' This is
the rappelling lab for R.O.T.C. at
Xavier University.
Students from Miami· University, Northern Kentucky University, Thomas More, Mt. St. Joseph
and Xavier University make up the
R.O.T.C. program here. Most of
the labs are taught by the junior
.' class in the program and supervised
by both the seniors and cadre instructors.
This particulat' lab on Sept. 4,
200 I is on rappelling. The cade'ts
are taken to Eden Park where they
are taught the proper way to rappel,
first ori a steep slope and then on a
25-foot wall. The slope is used to
familiarize cadets with the fundamentals of rappelling, such as
proper form and how to use the
brake hand. It is then on . to the
bridge wall to rappel down with
.the assistance of Staff Sergeant
Promotable Rhine, a master
rappeller.
The first step is tying the Swiss
seat. This is a certain type of seat
made of rope, tied by the rappeller
that hooks onto the rappel rope by
a D-ring hook. A senior cadet then
. checks the seat and they are sent
to the slope. The first to go down
the rope on the rappel wall are the
sophomores. They have done this
before, but you can still feel their

apprehension that they wish to
rappel correctly and try to· have
large enough leaps to carry them
safely to the ground. The last to
go up for the day is the freshman
class.
For many of them, this is the
first time they have ever leaped off
anything higher than a stair step.
The view from. the top is slightly
daunting and fairly high off the
ground. If a person leaped off without the aid of a rope and Swiss seat,
that person could seriously injure
himself or herself.
The person at the other end of
the rope, the end on the ground, is
called· the belay. The belay person w~tches the person on rappel
so they do not fall.
The rappel lab is not just for fun,
but a leadership opportunity for
the juniors and. experience in
rappelling for the sophomores and
freshmen. This lab also teaches the
students to trust in their fellow cadets, to catch them if they fall and
responsibility for the life of that
person on rappel.
Though there are safety measures in place to minimize the risk
in this lab, a person is still dependent on another person for his or
her safety and well-being. Such is
the case for an Army R.O.T.C. cadet, to trust in your fellow cadets.
- Joanna Brown
Class of '02

PHOTO CREDIT JOANNA BROWN

An R.O.T.C. cadet tries her hand at rappelling.

TALK-

Dear Doc,
Cali genital warts or herpes
be transmittedduring oral sex?
Signed, Worried.
Dear Worried,
According to the .Centers for
Disease Control, these sexually
transmitted-diseases can be passed
in this manner. Check out their
Website, www.cdc.gov for more
.information. These diseases can
be transmitted even if you don't
see visible lesions.
·

Dear Doc,
The morning. hours at the
Health Center are not very convenient for me. Have there been
any changes this year? ·
Signed, Likes to Sleep In.
Dear Sleep In,
Thanks to the administration,
the physician hours have been increased this year. They are as follows: Mondays 11 :30 a.m. to 2
p.m., Tuesdays IO a.m. to . noon,
Wednesdays 10 a,m. to noon and
3 p.m, to 4:30 p.m., Thursdays 9
a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. and Frid!lys 10
a.m. to noon and 2:30 p.m. to 4:30
p.m.

Deai:Doc,
I had pinworms over the summer while in Mexico; How can I
be sure they're gone?
Love, Itchy and Scratchy
Dear Itchy,
If you've '?e.en treated with one
dose ofVermox and the symptoms
are gone, you probably are cured
and don't need more treatment. If
you want to be positive, you can
see a physician who can do a test
to check for eggs. Make sure others in the household are treated
too.

Questio11s answered by Dr.
James P. Ko11erman, the medical
dii·ector of the Health and
Counseling Ce1iter. Questions
for Doc Talk can be dropped off
at the Health and Cou11seli11g
Center or emailed.to
opednewswire@hotmail.com

.~·
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Be all that you Can be
BY ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ
Social Commentator

,port Albany, though we dori't.
change our clothes for this little
sway of power.
What sort of people must live
inside these soldiers? I mean, people
· are dying all around us, words are
.· being yelled withinvective, That's
right, with invective, and we just
stand there staring off into the distance. I mostly think about new and
inn·ovative ways to say "Dinner."
Once (oh, this is funny) instead of
_looking at the table on "Dinner!" I

· Someone orice remarked concerning the theater: "There are no
small parts, cinly small actors." This
person was immediately dragged
out into the street.and shot, but not
before some overachiever took it
upon him or herself to write this
quote down, forever dooming those
cast in plays who have little to no
lines to simply accept their fate and
deal with their lack of dialogue and
stage time.
I am in "King Lear" at the Cincinnati Playhouse. (This article
should not be confused as a marketing tool, though the play does
.. run until Oct. 5: And is not only
tragic but beautiful as well. Plenty
of time to enjoy some Shakespeare!
Bring a date! We'll see you at the
Playhouse!) I was cast as an "attendant, soldier.''. My lines consist of
this: "Dinner, ho!" and this is not
in the script.
I would like to point out that I
in no way imagined. playing. any
other role in this show. I am not at kept my head forward. We "attenthe point_ in my Hlustrious career dant.comma soldiers" had quite .a
where I can be entrusted with lines. chuckle backstage.
· And speaking of backstage,
However, as an organic set. piece, I
can hold a prop sword, hold a prop since Iain not in the show for much
bow and offer a few prop laughs time,· I have improved my chess
when commanded by my master.
game, almost completed a rather
The script calls for 100 knights. large novel and worked the crossThis was not in the budget. There- word puzzle daily. I'm not your
fore, the I 0 "attendant comma sol- typical soldier.
diers" are called upon to· perform
I imagine when Shakespeare was
multiple tasks - to serve multiple · writing this play, he ha_d a lot of
leaders. Talk about your identity · friends who kept bugging him to
crisis. I start as King Lear's man, write a part for them. I can s~e Bill
instantly wash my face (I'm not kid- and a buddy of his from college sitding) and become Cornwall's ting around talking:
Lord of Buddy: "Me thinks't I
soliders, then when he dies, we sup-

"it?e are all
given roles to play
in life. No matter
the role, we must.
embrace it with
fervor and zeal. "

··coulds't perform in thine show."
Shakespeare: "I really .doubt it."
Lord of Buddy: "Will't thou procure ine a part anon?"
·Shakespeare: "I don't think
that's a good idea." .. ·
·Lord of Buddy: "If'nl chuggest
this pint, thou wilt scribe my life,
on mine eye."
Sh~espeare: "Why are you talk. ing like that?"
Bill was left 'lVith no choice but
to give into his friends' entreaties
by creating the role of attendant,
s9ldier.
But he obviously didn't put a
lot of time into. them because they
life never given names, rarely give1_1
lines and most often supplied little
by way of motivation. This makes
the role of soldier the 111ost freeing
role in the Shakespearean canon.
We are all given roles to play in
life. No matter the role, we must embrace it with fervor and zeal. The
wodd is run by small .people, or
. small people doing small things,
or, well, you know what I mean. · .·
For, as Shakespeare once said:
"Our ... younger strengths ; .. alone
. .. wilt ... prevent ... our ... becoming ... poor naked wretches;"
Enough said.
The real beauty of Shakespeare's .
"King Lear" happens upstage of the
stars. Sure, a. lot of people die and it
is sad and all of that. (Alas, alack!)
But, what about that soldier standing at attention? What is he staring
at in the distance? What is he laughing at? \vm he ever gerhis dinner,
ho?

. .. '.':'.~;~·~P~~:;~~bi)Ti:~x2@.©T: ~~ll :be . ' .. ·..

'' c.;'1°~~.e@i'.l'et~~,'·'.~s a day. of great injustice

~~~~~t~#1~~~~r~h!
~:t~r:!~~=:~n
.
. ·· ,this hbrtefidous act.· of terrorism. .
Remember thcise who were lostand. those
' 'vvhcl survivecl,}iti ybur :thoughts, prayers
· :and actions.

Don't you have anything to say
about it?
Send your letters to opednewswire@hotmail.com or drop them
off at the Publications House.

Live your life in a way that promotes
peace and justice.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION,ANNOUNCES:
-Any person who is a full-time studentwithsophomore,junior or senior.status now have the oppor- tunity to fill the vacant seat on Student Senate. Student Senate is looking for someone who will be
committed to working hard for their student body. Appiications can be picked up at the information
desk, in the dorms and in the SGA office (O'Connors Sports Center-Dolly Cohen Room). Applications are due Friday, Sept. 21, 2001, in the SGA office to Mark.Mallett, SGA Pr~sident. If you have
. any questions, please call Mallettat 745-4249.

-Freshmen only·: We need one person to fill the freshman Board of Elections seat. This person will
work with the Board of Elections Committee to make sure all s.tudent university elections ·are done·
correctly and fairly. Please contact Mallett for further details at 745-4249.
-Student Activities Council is looking for freshmen or transfer students who are interested in joining the programming board of Xavier University.
-SAC applications go out Sept. 10, and can be picked up at the information desk, in the dorms, the
_.., SGA office (Dolly Cohen-O'Connors Sport·s Center), and in the Cafe. Applications are due Sept.
21, 2001. Interviews will be held Sept. 24-27, 2001. Please contact Scott Martz, SAC chair, if you .
have any questions.
CONTACT MARK MALLETT
PRESIDENT OF SGA@ 745-4249
'IFYOUHAVEQUESTIONS
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>Matt Miller, Editor
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Men's golf
takes 13th·
At the Badger Invitational
this past weekend in Madison,
Wisc., this season's men's golf
team debuted with 30-over-par
as a team to finish the tourna- .
ment in 13th place. Sophomore
·Matt Makinson led the team with
a three-round total of 5-over220, which was good enough for
33rd place. Fellow sophomore
Miles Maillet shot XU's only
subpar round, a }.;under-71 first
round. He finished in 38th place
at 6-over-par.
Wisconsin native Neal
Griisczynski finished 51st in his
coJ;Iege debut, highlighted by a
second round even-par 72.
Sophomore Tim Smitli shot an
11-over par to finish 54th, while
freshman Kenton Hobbs debuted
at 17-over-par to finish in 68th
· place.
·~

Women's golf·
finishes 24th
This past weekend, at the Bay
Tree Classic in Myrtle Beach,
S.C., the XU women's golf team
began the year with a 24th place
finish out of 31 teams. North
Carolina-Wilmington won the
tournament, while host College
of Charleston finished fifth.
Freshman Abby Fowler led the
team with a three-round total of
238, good for 36th overall, 16
strokes behind the co-medalists.
Senior Kim Farrell tied with
freshman teammate Sarah Sparks
·for 1 l 8th overall with a 254.
The women do .not compete
this weekend, but travel to Bowling Green, Ohio next weekend
to play in the Bowling Green
Invitational Sept. 21-23.

X-treme fans
meeting
Join the X-treme Fans Club
for an organizational meeting on
Wednesday, Sept. 12 at 9 p.m. in
the Cintas Center arena. Arty students interested in supporting
Xavier's athletic teams this year
are encouraged to attend this
meeting.

Xavier Day with
the Bengals Join your fellow Xavier students on. Sept. 23 at Paul Brown
Stadium to watch the Cincinnati
Bengals battle the defending Super Bowl Champion Baltimore
Ravens.
Tickets can be purchased so
you will be able to sit with other
XU students and cheer on the
Bengals. For more information,
call Dan at 455-8702.
This past weekend, the
Bengals knocked off the New
England Patriots 23-17 to start
the 8eason at.1-0. Corey Dillon
led all rushers with 104 yards and
Darnay Scott had ·5 receptions
for 104 yards.
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XU edged. out by Marshall, IU
Quinn encouraged by team's strong.effort, though
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
'Asst. Sports Editor

dering Herd 9-4 after the break.
One of the Musketeers' nine shots
in the second half hit off the crossbar,, Sophomore Lindsay Yonadi led
the team with six ~hots. The women
had plenty of opportunities but just
couldn't put the ball in the net
"We didn't play particularly well
.in the first half, but.we came back.
and played much better in the second half," said Quinn. ·
Their second consecutive 1-0
loss dropped the women's record to.
0-2.

The women's soccer team allowed two goals this past weekend in~nearly 195 minutes. of soccer and earned two losses for their
. effort .. The Musketeers have now
lost all three games this season by ·
ascoreofl-0.
Their 0-3 record doesn't indicate. how close the Musketeers
have been to winning all three
games. Xavier has played well
enough to win all three games but
they have not capitalized on their
INDIANA 1, XAVIER 0
scoring opportunities. They
could just as easily be 3-0.
Sunday night the Indiana Hoo"We have a competitive schedsiers
made a visit to Corcoran Field.
ule," said head coach Dr. Ron
Xavier
and Indiana played an unbeQuinn. "We're very much in the
Iievabiy
even match, but the Musgame. I think we'veimproved in
kete~rs
came
up a little short once
a short amount of time."
again. After playing a scoreless 90
.minu_tes of soccer, the game went
MARSHALL 1, XAVIER 0
into sudden-death overtime.
Friday night the Musketeers
With a little over a minute to play
hosted Marshall University at in the first of two potential overtime
Corcoran Field. It· was· the first periods, the Hoosiers scored a goat'
true home game of the season for at the 103:45 mark. Just like that
Xavier after the original home Xavier was on the losing side of a Iopener last week was moved to Odecision for the third consecutive
Wilder, Ky. because of the rain:
time.
The Musketeers came out a
"I thought the. effort and atmolittle flat in the first half and gave sphere was fantastic last night (Sunup a goal at.the 36: 13 mark. day)," said Quinn. "We've been
Marshall took the 1-0 lead at half- playing well defensively. It's hard
time after out-shooting the Mus- to play 90 minutes of perfect soccer.
The key is once we can begin scorketeers 8-4 in the first half.
Xavier came out of halftime ing goals that will take some of the
with more energy in the second pressure off of the defense."
half and put the pressure on
The Musketeers did p'ay perMarshall, outshooting the Thun- . fectly for 90 mi~utes on Sunday

.
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Senior Megan Hosty is seen here directing traffic against Indiana
.during Xavier's 1~0 lqss to the Hoosiers. The Muskies, at 0-3,
have lost all' of their games. by the score of 1-0.
night, IU didn't score until the end
of the firstOT.
"I think it was a step in the right
direction," said Quinn about the 1-0 loss to IU, the same team thattook
No. 3 Notre Dame into overtime last
week.
"We have to score goals. We·
don' t have a single individual who
essentially is our offense," said

Quirin. "We have several players
who could emerge as the 'go-to'
person later in the season, which I
think is a good thing for us."
The· Musketeers will look to
notch their first victory of the season on Saturday, as Xavier will
travel down the road to take on ri. val Cincinnati at 2 p.m.

Men· fail to score, drop to 0-4
·BY MATT MILLER
Sports Editor

This past weekend, the men's
soccer team participated in the
John Byrden Classic in Colorado
against teams from the University
of Denver and the Air Force Academy. The Muskies once again put
together a couple of strong first
halves, but came away winless.

DENVER 4, XAVIER 0
On Friday night, the Pioneers
scored four second-half goals to

x
Frida'!! See_t 14

-

send the Muskies to their third consecutive defeat to start the season.
Denver, ranked No. 25 in the latest NCSAA/adidas Poll, recovered
from being outshot by XU 4-3 in
the first half to score its first goal 10
minutes into the second half.
UD then proceeded to score three
·more times in the half to seal Xavier's
fate.
The Musketeers did launch a season-high 10 shots against the Pioneers, and looked to outplay Denver at times. Senior Rob Bakker led
the offense with three shots.

On Tap

10 shots in the goalkeeper's direciion against the Falcons.' '
In similar fashion to Friday
While the ·Muskies have
night's defeat, XU fell to Air Force sturggl(!d on offense so far this seadespite holding AFA scoreless dur- son, their first half defense has been
ing the first half. The Falcons struck superb, as they have shutout all four
quickly in the second half, scoring opponents this season: Their lack
twice within 20 seconds to send the of offense, though, has put a burMuskies back home empty-handed. den on the defense, and the
After firing 21 shots against Muskies have lost a couple of close
Loyola (Ill.) in a 2-1. win on Friday, · ones this season. :
Air Force was held to 11 shots by
The men will look to rebound
XU on Sunday. Xavier, meanwhile, in Lexington, Ky. this weekend as
matched its season-high in shots they battle Winthrop on Friday and
reached on Friday night by putting The Citadel on Sunday.

AIR FORCE 2, XAVIER 0

•
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•Women's soccer at University
of Cincinnati at 2 p.m.
•Volleyball at Northern Illinois
Tournament at 8 p.m.

•Volleyball at Northern Illinois
Tournament at 4:30 p.m.
•Men's soccer vs. Winthrop at
5 p.m. in Lexington, Ky. ·
Sunday, Sept. 16
,
•Men's golf at Northern
Intercollegiate Tournament
•Men's soccer vs. The Citadel at
noon in Lexington, Ky.
Saturday, Sept 15
•Men's golf at Northern
Intercollegiate Tournament
•Cross country at Bowling
•Women's soccer vs. Alumni
Green Invitational
at 1 p.m. (exhibition game)
•Men's golf at Northern
Intercollegiate Tournament
•Volleyball at Northern Illinois
Tournament at noon

Wednesday, Sept. 19

•Men's tennis at IUPUI at
3 p.m.
•Men's soccer at University of
Cincinnati at 7:30 p.m.
•Women's soccer at Dayton at
7:30 p.m.
Home soccer games take
place at Corcoran Field..
Home volleyball games take
place at Cintas Center.
Home games are in bold.

GAME
of the
WEEK
MEN AND WOMEN'S
SOCCER VS. UNIVERSITY
OF CINCINNATI
Saturday, Sept. 15 and
Wednesday, Sept 19 at.
Meyers Field in Clifton
With three months to go until the basketball crosstown
shootout, head over to UC and
cheer on the Musketeer men
and women in the soccer version .. Afterall, beating UC in
anything is always enjoyable,
especially when it's on their
home turf.

i,....
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XU·dominates Invitational, moves to 6-0
Wygant, Martin help.lwo-time MVP B4chus .lead Muskies to title
BY ANDREW BROWN·
Sports Writer · ·

The Xavier volleyball team kept
its undefeated season alive while
sweeping its second consecutive
invitatibnal tournament, this time
\
its own.
This past weekend, XU defeated
Liberty, Alabama and Fairfield in
the Four Points Sheraton Volleyball
-lrivitational at the Cintas Center to
improve its record to 6-0.
The NCAA instituted several
rule changes for this season, most
· significantly that rally scoring has
been instituted for all games. In rally
scoring, a point is awarded anytime
the ball hits the floor. The
first four
. .
.
games are now played to 30.points
with the winner holding a. two-point
lead, and the fifth game is played
under the same rules, but only to 1S
points.
On Friday morning, the Musketeers battled back from a 2-0 game
deficit to defeat Liberty in the
opener of the tournament. The
Flames came into the tournament
winless in their three previous
matches. Liberty battled through
four Xavier game points to win the
first game 3S-33 and then won the
second game 30-2S.
From that point on, it was all
Xavier. XU won games three and
four 30-2S before closing out the
match with a IS-9 fifth game. Senior Jill Hampton and junior middle
bloc~er K~tey Wyga.nt lep thy Mv.sketeers with 1s kills each. Freshman setter Mo!ly Martin also re'·

aided by a 9-6 edge in service aces
which made up for being outhit by
the Crimson Tide .243 to .221.
· In the earlier evening match,
Liberty e~ged otit Fairfield Univer~
sity in five game& (31-29, 33-3S,
. 26-30, 30-23, lS-10) .
. Fairfield was XU's last victim of
the invitational as they also fell to .
the Musketeers in three games (3026, 30-22, 30-24). Bachus hit an
amazing .SS6 with. IS kills and 11
digs. Wygant had 14 kills and two
blocks· on the day and Martin
dished out 42 assists while serving
three aces. and killing four of severi
. attack attempts.
·
In the earlier match of the day,
Liberty battled Alabama for-second
place. with the Flames coming out
·ahead in a grueling. five~game
match (27-30, 30-27, 30-2S, 2830, is~ 12).
For their impressive performance, Xavier earned three spots
on the All-Tournament team.
Wygant, Martin and Bachus were
all selected to the All-Tourney
team. In addition to her All-Tournament selection, Bachus also
earned the Atlantic I 0 Player-ofPHOTO COURTESlY OF SID ·
the-Week honors for the second
time in as many weeks after being
Junior Katey Wygant helped lead XU to their second consecutive
·named
Most Valuable Player at her
Xavier Invitational Championship. For her stellar performance,
second
straight tournament. Also
Wygant was recognized on the All-Tournam~nt Team.
being honored by the Adan.tic 10
beaten Alabama team (3S-33, 30- was Martin who was named Rookiecorded S2 assists in. the match.
· In the later morning match, Ala- 28, 33-31). The largest crowd of of-the-Week.
bama held off Fairfield 3-1 (30-2S, the year witnessed senior Sara
· XU returns to action this weekBachus and)Vyga11t lead the M~s end.~s they tra,vel to Northern Illi22:-30, ~o~n. 30-23): . ·" ..
In its second match of the week- keteers with 16 and 15 kills, re- nois to play in the Husbe
end, XU swept a. previously un- spectively. The home team was Amerihost Classic on Friday
against UTEP.

Women's basketball releases upcoming schedule
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Asst. Sports Editor

The 2001-2002 women's basketball schedule has been released
and it's a tough one.
Head coach Melanie Balcomb
feels the Musketeers will be ready
for the challenges awaiting them.
"We got to where we are by constantly challenging ourselves, and
nothing has change9 about that,"
Balcomb said. "We were very ambitious and made this the toughest
schedule we've ever had here."
It will definitely be a test for a
team that won't have any seniors
on the roster. Not to mention the
loss of four starters from last year's
squad, including three of the most

prolific scorers in Xavier hisory.
The Musketeers will play 11
teams that went to· the postseason
in 2001 and 11 teams that finished
with an RPI in the Top 100.
Xavier will compete in three inseason tournaments,. including one
at"the Cintas Center. The four-team
Xavier Invitational will be played
on Dec. 8 and 9 and feature St.
Francis and 2001 NCAA Tournament participants Howard and Toledo coached by form~r XU coach
Mark Ehlen. Ehlen was the
winningest coach in Xavier history
until Balcomb surpassed him last
year with their historic season.
The Musketeers will be on television three times, including one

Sign-up sheets for the following team and individual intramural sports can now be picked up from the O'Conner
Sports Center and turned in f!.O later than Thursday, Sept. 13
at 7 p~m.:

Flag-football
Soccer
Golf

. Tennis
. Racquetball ..
Softball 'torirriament

20()·1~20·02·s·~fieau1e" ..:-

nationally televised game against
George Washington atthe Cintas
Center on Jan. 13.
:·.·,?':\-.:.-'
'
~ ',~
I~;'/
~.
'11/0~ Athletes .. i11 !\ction (exhi.12f~3 Middle Tenn. St.' 2 p-.m
Now that the University of
. biiitin)- 7. p;ni: . · :•.. · ,.}:, :. · • · :1Zl3!'.!\:1issi·ssippi' State 2jJ.rn:
Richmond has joined the Atlantic
I 0, the league returns to its old two
division format. The Musketeers
,·'1'
will have home-and-home games
against Dayton, Duquesne, George
Washington, La Salle and Richmond .. Fordham, St. Joseph's and
Temple will make one visit to the
..1/28I)aytcm 7·;p;in'. . :··'
Cintas Center, while the Muske- · ,,, (Majv~.:<2lassi(!) •4i3M>r:7 p,ffi.~ .
. :1i1~~JB1Vand.e,,.l?ilt.8p;in. :.·\'.
ii:u~·Rh'9 deI$land·TBA.
teers will travel to Massachusetts,
··.')2/0~, . 9rieifi.nati\(S~y.li.nt::.~<·:·
··2102 •• c,g?.M11~sac:11u~etis TJ3A
Rhode Island and St. Bonaventure.
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Captains' meetings will be
announced next week.
Stay tuned for information·. about a bocce ball tournament and two-person golf
scramble.
Intramural Leagues will
be organized b(lsed on the
number of partic_ipants ..
If ypu have any. questions, feel free to call the Recreational Sports office at
745-2856.
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Shakespeare fit for··a king
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.

.

PLAYHOUSE'S LATEST..PRODUCTION LEAVES AUDIENCES FEELING UKE ROYALTY

Oktoberfest
Downtown Zinzinnati prepares
itself for. the 26th year of
Oktoberfest-Zinzirinati - the
nation's
largest
authentic
Oktoberf~st :- on Saturday· and
Sunday, Sept. 15 and 16. More than
500,000 are expected to attend.
Admission is free, and event information is available online at
www.oktoberfest~zinzinnati.com.

The 2001 event will feature approximately 80 booths with authentic German food, beer, wine,
soft drinks and souvenirs. There will ·
a\so be major stage events and large
ttts featuring live entertainment.

Photography
The Heritage Village Museum in
Sharon Woods is presenting "Images," an exhibition of the photography of Hank Schneider from Sept.
13 through Oct. 28 in the museum's
Hayner House Galleries. The exhibition opening will be on Friday,
Sept. 13 from 6 p.m. until 9 p.m.
Proceeds from the exhibit will
benefit the Ellen Schneider Foundation and Historic Southwest
Ohio. The exhibit is included in the
cost of admission to the museum,
at $5 for adults, $4 for seniors and
$3 for children ages 5-11. Exhibit
hours are noon to 4 p.m. Wednesday-Saturday and 1-5 p.m. on Sundays. For more information, call ·
563-9484.

'Fully Committed'
Ensemble Theater of Cincinnati
has extended the dates for "Fully
Committed;" the qff-Broadway
comedy by Becky Mode. Originally scheduled to close on Sept.
23, the play will now run through
Sept 30.
Tickets are $28 for adults and
$22 for seniors· and students. For
ticket information and additional
dates and times of performances,
call the box office at 421-3555.

Pianist
Accalimed French pianist
Helene Grimaud joins the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra for the
second concert pair of his inaugural season.
.
Grimaud
will
perform
Schumann's Concerto in A Minor
for piano and orchestra as well as
selected works by Sibelius and
Haydn.
The' concert is Sept. 21 at 11
a.m. and Sept. 22 at 8 p.m. Tickets
range from $12 to$15 and are available by phone at 381-3300. Student tickets are $10 the week of the
concert, with a maximum purchase
of two tickets and a valid ID.

Shakespeare's "King Lear" is being performed at the Playhouse in the Park from now until Oct. 5.
BY JONATHAN MOSKO
Contributing Writer

Whatever one's feelings on
Shakespeare or theater happen to
be, "King Lear" is one play which
demands a response -- viewers and
critics love it or hate it. Equally
demanding is the play's structure
itself: a complex plot and voluminous dialogue are a few of the obstacles awaiting prospective performers.
However, the cast and crew of
the Cincinnati Playhouse in the
Park rose to the occasion in style,
crafting a show that is as fascinating as it is complicated.
· Some critics have called
Shakespeare's "King Lear" a disaster for technical reasons. George
. Orwell himself called it "too drawn
out," with "too many characters and
sub-plots." Conversely, others have
called itShakespeare's masterpiece
and one of the greatest English
plays ever written.
Granted, "Lear" gives audiences
a brutal portrayal of the· evil of
which humanity is capable and may
leave them with a queasy feeling
that all is not right, but it grows
and moves with an undeniable
power that grips the audience and
wrenches them to the peaks of human emotion and even to the brink
of madness itself.
The story of "King Lear" is, to
say the least, elaborate. An aging
King Lear announces one day he
will divide his kingdom among his
three daughters based on the way

they profess their love for their faCordelia, who in the interim has and former Newswire Calendar edither. Two of his daughters, Goneril married the King of France, returns tor).
and Regan, make flowery speeches to England with an army to win
Framing these talented perforand are rewarded by their father. back the kingdom for Lear and mances wa·s a set which, by itself,
When the answer of Cordelia, the must battle the armies of her sisters aptly illustrated the principle of
youngest daughter, is'. insufficient and Edmund. A battle then takes "less is more." The floor of the
for the king, he disowns her and place which will determine the heir stage was covered with dirt - accasts her out of his kingdom. When to the throne of England.
cording to Playhouse technical dithe Earl of Kent attempts to defend
With such an extensive cast and rector Stirling Scot Shelton, about
Cordelia, he is thrown out as well. complicated characters, the troupe 33 tons of dirt was used to cover
At the same
of the Play- · the stage .to a depth of two to four
time, Edmund,
house had a foches. As a result of this earthy
the illegitimate
formidable task carpet, everyone in the play gets
son of the Earl of
before them, their hands (feet, and clothes) dirty
Gloucester, plots
and
they by the end. The sparse background
to steal the birthhandled it ad- structure of iron and glass is simple
right
of
m i rab I y and and haunting - serving well as a
Gloucester's leflawlessly. castle wall or (when filled with
. gitimate son,
Joneal Joplin smoke and lightning) _a bank of
Edgar, by conplayed the de- thunderclouds. And a crafty array
vincing the Earl
clining Lear - of colored lights conveyed subtle
that Edgar is plotexpertly: a be~ shifts in mood.
ting to kill him.
lowing, shakThere were, however, a few
Edgar flees his
ing, spitting, rough spots which dulled the exfather's mistaken
worrying, perience. Some parts of the play,
wrath, disguiswhite-bearded especia!ly Lear's lengthy speeches
ing himself as a
giant of a role to no one in particular, seemed to
madman and a beggar to escape which was key to the success of the drag on interminably. At nearly
capture.
play as a whole. Michael Milligan three hours, this play could be exLear, who is now a king without (Edgar) shone in his Playhouse de- hausting. At times, the vocal de.a kingdom, decides to visit his two but as the persecuted innocent son li very of Pamela Nyberg (Goneril)
daughte,rs at their homes, but when disguised as a lunatic (his moments seemed a little forced.
he is treated roughly by them and of mud-streaked near-nakedness
Overall, though, this play is
their servants; he is forced to aban- were impressively disturbing), and highly recommended. Lovers of
don his entourage and wander the · Conan McCarty, also debuting at theater or Shakespeare will not be
countryside with his servant (the the Playhouse, played the cagey disappointed.
Earl of Kent in disguse) and his weasel Edgar so convincingly that
This fall marks the first-ever pereourt Fool. ·with no kingdom, no you hated him by the end of the formance of "King Lear" at the Playfamily and no home, Lear begins show (also notable in his debut as house.
to descend into depression and attendant/soldier was Adam
madness.
Ziemkiewicz, a Xavier alumnus

New Releases.
The following discs are due for release on or before Sept. 11 ...
ALL & The Descendents, Live Plus One (Epitaph) :.. Babyface,
Face2Face (Arista) ... Bob Dylan, Love and Theft (Columbia) ... Ben
Folds, Rockin' the Suburbs (Epic) ... Jamiroquai, Funk Odyssey (Epic)
... Long Beach Dub Allstars; Wonders of the World (Dreamworks) ...
Nickleback, Silver Side Up (Roadrunner) ... Ozomatli, Emrace the Chaos
(lntei"scope) ... ·P.O.D., Satellite (Atlantic) ... They Might Be Giants, Mink
Car (Restless)
... all dates are. tentative.

live Wires
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Wednesday, Sept. 12

Saturday, Sept. 15

Sponge
@ Bluenote's Cafe

Homunculus
@Mad Frog

Friday, Sept. 14

Sunday, Sept. 16

Systematic
w/ Soil
@Bogart's

Soulcracker
@ Jefferson Hall
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'Rock Star'. shines •••
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. WHO WOULD'VE THOUGHT THAT· MARKY MARK WOULD GO FROM POP SENSATION TO METAL SUPERSTAR?
BY JULIE. SMALLWOOD

c;ontributing Writer,
Ah, the '80s. New Coke,
Michael Jackson, Iran-Contra and
John Hughes films. But who could
forget one of the best parts of. the
'80s - the big-hair bands playing
heavy metal the way it was meant
to be played - with fabulous
·make-up and a wardrobe that would
make Susan Llicc.i jealous. I still
remember my first Whitesnake album like it was yesterday (sigh).
Fear not, children of that unforgettable aecade, we are in the middle
of an '80s revival. So break out
your
acidwashed jeans
an4 ·Aquanet,
because here
comes "Rock
Star," a movie
that celebrates
one of the greatest scenes from
one of the great. est eras in history (I'm exag- ·
gerating ·for effect, people) - the crazy, sex.and
drug filled life of the androgynous
'80s metal rocker.
"Rock Star" is the story of Chris

Rather .than takirig a serious,
Cole (Mark Wahlberg), the very
· dedicated frontman of Blood Pol- hard-hitting look into the morally
lution, a tribute band for one of the depraved life of the big hair rocker,
greatest bands of all time, Steel . they poke fun at not only how riDragon (whicli is incidentally diculous the rocker's life could be,
loosely based on one Judas Priest). but also. how ridiculous the averJust as things start to sour with his age, imitative '80s fan could be.
own band,· Chris gets a call· from
· The first 45 minutes of the film
Kirk Cuddy, the lead guitarist of are hilarious, but as the film nears
Steel Dragon. It turns out they need - the end it begins to fall into that
a lead singer and they saw a tape of wispy, nostalgic kind of film. The
him singing from a groupie. After film also loses some appeal as Chris
an amazing audition, he's got the. begins his descent into the life of
job.
his rock and roll alter ego, IZzy, and
Suddenly Chris is catapulted · · his relationship with Emily begins
into another world - new clothes, to suffer.
new persona,
The writers made too much of a
new life. He last ditch effort to be dramatic and
must reconcile . serious whe~ they should· have
his new life with stayed with the lighter atmosphere
his old one, es- . of the beginning of the film. The ·
pecially by try- . humor all but dies at the end of the
ing to work his • movie until the credits begin to
longtime girl- roll, when they showwhat became
friend, Emily Of Steel Dragon's original lead
( J e n n i f r singer and other comedic flashes. .
Aniston), ·into
.Not only was the humor unexthe picture.
pected, the variety in music was as
Fromasome- well. One would expect to hear
what hard to swallow plot actually metal bands ad nauseum, but there .
comes a very entertaining movie, was actually a nice blend that endue mostly to the film's tongue~in~ compassed much of the '80s - a
cheek humor.
little bit of Culture Club and the

e

nice surprise of the Talking Heads.
I did seem to catch a
whiff of some inside jokes ·
hidden in the film that
stood out too much to be
mere coincidence. ·
Casting the former
Mrs. Rod Stewart, Rachel
Hunter, as the jaded wife
of a womanizing rock star
is too perfect to be an accident and the abu~dance
of Jethro Tull posters plas- ·
tering the building that .
holds Chris's first. aftershow party ·with the band
has to be joking reference
to Jethro Tull's much disputed 1989 Grammy for
Mark Whalberg in "Rock Star:'
Best Hard Rock/Metal
Group (beating_ out the year's fa- m"ake it worth watching.
If the writers had avoided the
vorites, Metallica). Yeah, when I
think Jethro Tull, I think hard rock, sappy ending, fully equipped with
a "Good Will Hunting" "he-stoleI think metal.
This ·kind of humor is what my-line" scene between Chris and
makes "Rock Star" an enjoyable the group's wise, aged British road
flick. The cast was well picked, manager, "Rock Star" would have
including Third Eye Blind been an all-around great film.
frontinan Stephan Jenkins as the
foad singer of a rival tribute band.
The whole movie iS just filled with
little witty scenes and nuances that

S E A R C H

Static X
Machine
(Warner Bros.)

goodbye nu-metal, hello
HEAVY metal
As the airwaves and concert
tours are loaded with bands Claiming to be "metal," it's hard these
days to find an actual metal band
among the mainstream. Static-X
made a name for themselves these
last two years by establishing a fan
base.·the grassroots way: through
street teams and constant touring.
Despite little attention from radfo or MTV, Static X managed to
go gold with their last record, Wisconsin Death Trip. Through the
years, Static-X has been on the road
nonstop having headlined several
club tours and made successful runs
on the Ozzfest tour.
Instead of taking a well needed
break after last summer's Ozzfest,
the band went right back into the
studio to rec~rd Machine .. The band
sounds as tight as ever, and despite
some personnel changes (Tripp
Eisen replacing Koichi Fokuda),
sounds all the better.
·
The band takes things to the
next level with this record going

significantly heavier. Often nodding to a Ministry influence in
interviews, they take the next
step and dare more comparisons _
by incorporatirig sounds on the
album that would make Minis. try impressed. Combining their
trademark "disco death metal"
with Ministry's trademark slamming· drum programming and.
static guitar, Static makes one
impressive brutal album.
The first single ."This is Not"
gives a good sampling of what
awaits on the album with a slamming industrial backbeat and ·
vertical hairdoed lead singer
Wayne Static's trademark vocal
bark.
Sure, they may not have
made ano.ther Wisconsiti Death ,
Trip, but Static X have created
one of metal's most interesting
summer releases and a great album at that.
And of course, they're back
out on the road ·on the Family
Values tour representing real
metal in a mainstream right now
filled with rap-metal. Move over,
Limp Bizkit. There's a better
band that deserves to be in your
spot.
-Asa Kraning,
Contributing Writer

African Lakes
CVO
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Gondar
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Shala
Sibaya
Tanganyika
Turkaiia
Victoria
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there is going to be some band
action goillg on in Edgecliff Hall.
· BE THERE. Send me money.

September 12

Being a kid is great. You ar~n.'t
responsible for anything but you
still get all of the benefits. When
}Olpuke all over the place, no one
gives a second look. When you
have to piss, you just go ... no .
questions· asked. 0 would that
Campus Police treat me like a kid
again.
I miss being that troublesome
yet misunderstood rugrat. After
school was over, I could just drop
my books at the door and run to
the basement to test my wits and
skills in some of the high powered
action of "Techmo Bowl,"
"Megaman 4" or "Pong." Well,
those days don't have to be over.
Today is National Video Game day.
I'll rest assured that we shall all
honor this glorious day.
·Remember when you were a ·kid
and you asked· your dad if you
could.have a sip of his beer? So
then he gave you a sip to teac)l
you a lesson and you felt the
irreprecible need to spit it out?.
Well, in our house it was coffee
that was the "lesson" drug. Fortunately I can· now have as much
coffee as I want at the International Coffee Hour today in the
Romero Center from 3:30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. I'm still working on the
spitting out part but things could
have been worse. At least the "lesson" drug wasn't crack.

By Dan Arbeznik To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.

I 1; ,Id;~~ •J!\'I
September 13

.. , _-.
today for Natural Ties in CBA 2
·from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.. It will give
you a great chance to vent. I'mstill
crushed that Mallory chose Nick
over me.' She was a fox.

Did you know that that September is National Little League
Month here in Calendar City? It's
times like these that make me wonSeptember 14
der what it would be. like if! could
I must have been a character from
go back and play for my old team
"He-Man"
for the first 10 or 15 Halright now. Oh man! I would absoloweens
of
my life. I represented
lutely wail on those kids in Billy
~fun
Orko to Skeletor to
Madison style. If you have no clue
Battlecat.
In
my
experimental phase
what I'm talking about, just ask .
I
even
dappled
with
the allure ofSheDanny Almonte. I'm sure he could
Ra
the
Princess
of
Power. Nowabring you up to speed.
.
days
I
think
that
l
would have to
Another great thing about childrepresent
my
new
personal
hero:
hood was all the quality programMaximus
Decimus
Meridius,
father
ming of our time. There was none
of this "Pokemon" crap. We had to a murdered son, husbqnd to a
"He-Man the Master of the Uni- murdered wife and I will have my
verse" and "Dennis the Menace." ven ... ~nyway you can come see
We had "Captain Kangaroo" and my idol today at 7:30 p.m. in the
"3-2-1 Contact," "Head of the Kelley Auditorium as Brother Pryor
Class" and of cource, "Voltron._" shows part two of his film series:
The list would not be complete "Gladiator."
It was suppossed to only be a.
without a little shout out to
three
hour tour. How come the
everyone's favorite Republican:
Howell's
brought millions of dollars
Alex P. Keaton of "Family Ties."
You know, if you lived for the and Ginger is wearing a
Keaton clan as I did, you should scandelously revealing dress? Furattend brief informative meeting thermore, the Professor can make a

FRIDAY··

a

September 16

telephone out of. coconuts but
can't fix the hole in the boat. Well;
if you want to get stranded with
some hotties, maybe you should
think about taking a Riverboat
Cruise in honor of Spirit Weekend
to.day from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. What .
do you know? It's a three-hour
tour as well .. At least Gilligan got
stranded on an island in· the Pa- ·
cific. You mightget stranded in ... ·
I shudder just to think it ... Kentucky.

l1~11d,~•1NI
· September 15
· Today the Rugby team braves
the winding ways ofl-71 and travels to Kent State for their.highly ·
anticipated· bought. We already know_ that they Kent read or write.
Let's just hope that they Kent play
rugby very well.
Be sure to recognize that today
is National MIA recognition day.
September is also Subliminal
Marketing Month. So all I can say
is IIKgdKIDfghDL. Now that I've
got you all paranoid (and confused) I want to remind you that
from noon until evening today

Today is Stay Away from Seattle Day. I'm doing rriy part. Are
you? This day was created after
officials saw the travesty to mankind known as "Sleepless in Seattle.""

September 17
Today is the Volunteer Fair out
on the residentiafmall from l la.m.
to 3 p.m. In honor of this occasion, I would like to volunteer my
services to all of you ladies out
there. I'm not desparate. I'm just
trying to do my part.

·_ruESDAY
September 18
This week is also National Substitute Teacher Week Why is it
that they get a whole week? The
women who bore us into this world
only get one day. Our fathers only
get one day. Even the baby Jesus
only gets one day and he has to
share it with Santa Claus. Substi~
tute teachers deserve all the torment they get from those troublesome yet misunderstood kids.

.MuSliiti StUderits Association (MSA) at Xu

is taking· partaiollg w~th- 0,t~er Qrg~ni~ations
to
pray
<····.< ''.
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Help.Wanted

To pl_ace a classified ad call Emily, at 745-3561

Teller's ofHyde Park now hirSpring Break 2002 !!! Student
.ing hosts and servers' assistants.
Express is now hiring sales reps.
2710 Erie Avenue. 321-4721.
Cancun feafures FREE meals and
parties at Fat Tuesdays ____:. MTV
.Beach Headquarters. Acapulco, .
#1 Spring break vacations!
Mazatlan, J amaic~, Bahamas,
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun,
South Padre, Flordia. Prices from
Jamaica, Bahamas, & Flordia.
$469, with Major Airlines. 24,000
Sell trips, earn cash & go free.
travelers in 2001. Call 800-787-3 787
Now hiring campus reps.
for a FREE brochure or email
1-800-234-7007.
bookit@studentexpress.com or
endlesssummertours.com. ·
www.studentexpress.com

Play It Again Sports needs a parttime employees. Flexible hours. Fun
job. Call Mary at 583-0040.
Babysitter/ mother's helper
~eeded. Non-smoker, flexible hour'S.
Must drive. References needed.
Located on the east side of town.
Call 891-815L

.
-seeking help for housekeeping,
laundry, and ironing. Non-smoker.
Must drive. References. 891-8151:

Electra, Cincinnati's #1 night
club, is now hiring all positions.
1133 Sycamore St. Apply Tuesday
and Thursday between 1 p.m. and
5 p.m., and Wednesdays from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m.
Landscape installation &
maintaince crew. & foreman
needed. Crew start pay $1 O/hr.
Must have clean driving record.·
Benefits. Located near UC campus.
Call Mon-Fri 9a.m.-4p.m with
references at 241-977 8.

Seeking people to help rehab
ho.uses on the west side of town,
fob will entail painting, cleaning,
and minor repairs. Pays $9/hour.
Call Richard at 702-5599.

For Rent
Roommate needed in apartment
across the street from Xavier's campus on Dana. Located close to
campus on Dana Ave. $250/month.
Call Jay at 616-9000.
3743 Regent Ave. 5 bedroom, 1
bath, full basement. 5 minute walk
to campus. $1200/month plus utilities. Call 812-375-9800.

